Use this page as a reference. Print the following 5 pages on 8½-by-11-inch light-T-shirt transfer paper (#3271, $13.75 for 6 sheets, avery.com). Cut out pieces along faint dotted lines. To assemble handbag design, place each piece on tote according to diagram. Follow manufacturer’s instructions to transfer designs onto fabric.
Print on transfer paper, and cut out along faint dotted lines.
Print on transfer paper, and cut out along faint dotted lines.
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Print on transfer paper, and cut out along faint dotted line.
Print on transfer paper, and cut out along faint dotted lines. Align design according to lettering; use as much length as needed to cover 1 strap.
Print on transfer paper, and cut out along faint dotted lines. Align design according to lettering; use as much length as needed to cover 1 strap.